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PRODUCT CATALOG

Product Name：New Product Waterjet Marble And Brass Mosaics For Backsplash Tiles

Short Description: This is our new marble mosaic

collection, this unique waterjet flower marble

mosaic tile will increase the aesthetic sense of

your decorative wall and make it more beautiful.

Therefore, this product is suitable for wall

decoration in homes, hotels, offices, etc.

Model No.: WPM369

Pattern: Waterjet

Color: White and Gold

Finish: Polished

Material Name: White & Grey Marble, Brass

Product Detail:

Product Description

This Waterjet Marble And Brass Mosaics For Backsplash Tiles is one of our new marble mosaic

collections, we adopt the water jet procession technology to make flower shapes and the

flower center is attributed brass chips. The white marble we use is Crystal White Marble, while

the gray triangle chips is Crystal Grey Marble, and plus mini round copper chips as pistil in the

center of the flower. This structure makes the whole while more vivid and full of life.
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Marble waterjet mosaic inlay brass tile is an innovative product in modern decoration. It can

integrate an elegant space like an art gallery into daily life with artistic aesthetics.

Product Specification (Parameter)

Product Name: New Product Waterjet Marble And Brass Mosaics For Backsplash Tiles

Model No.: WPM369

Pattern: Waterjet

Color: White And Gold

Finish: Polished

Material Name: White & Grey Marble, Brass

Marble Name: Crystal White Marble, Crystal Grey Marble

Product Series

Model No.: WPM369

Color: White & Grey & Gold

Marble Name: Crystal White Marble, Crystal Grey Marble

Model No.: WPM369B

Color: White & Gold

Marble Name: Crystal White Marble

Model No.: WPM369C

Color: Green & Gold

Marble Name: Green Flower Marble



Product Application

Design creativity is to "respect the independence and be unique", construct scenes, realize customers'

dreams, and make the space full of soulful meaning. At the same time, it is artistic, humanistic, and full

of dreams and creativity. This Marble And Brass Waterjet Mosaic Tile is mainly applied on the

backsplash wall decorations, such as vanity mosaic backsplash, mosaic splashback bathroom, and

mosaic tiles above sink.

This is a complicated waterjet mosaic tile, every piece of chips are pasted on the mosaic back net

manually, and each tile need to past dozens of white marble chips, grey marble chips, and round brass

chips. It looks wonderful when installed on the decorative walls.

FAQ

Q: What are the advantages of marble mosaic tile?

A: 1. The look and feel are unmatched by any other material.

2. There are no two pieces the same.

3. Durable and heat resistant

4. Long-lasting beauty

5. Many available color styles and patterns



6. Can be restored and refinished"

Q: What are the disadvantages of marble mosaic tiles?

A: 1. Easy to crack and scratch.

2. Requiring regular maintenance like cleaning and period sealing.

3. Requiring professional installation by an experienced tiling company.

4. More expensive than porcelain mosaic, ceramic mosaic, and grass mosaic.

Q: What is your delivery time?

A: The time of delivery is 15-35 days after we receive the deposit.

Q: Do you have social media?

A: Yes, we have Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, and Instagram, please find the icons at the bottom of our

website and follow us.


